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Features the typical double-edged, stiletto type blade with 
double style crossguard and genuine hardwood grip attached 
with 3 steel pins. The sheath is tubular steel with leather 
belt strap and leather retaining strap with snap. This knife 
was standard issue to German infantrymen during the First 
World War, and was produced in great quantities by the many 
different factories in Solingen, Germany.  Overall length is 
approximately 11.5".
4924-106-140            $49.00 

German WWI Trench Knife with 
Metal Scabbard 

The WWII German Boot Knife was produced in large numbers and issued to German infantry 
troops during the war.  Reddick Militaria's well-made reproduction is patterned after an original 
in our collection made by Puma.  It features the classic drop point blade with an integral steel 
oval crossguard and composite grips attached with 3 steel pins. The high quality steel scabbard 
is identical to the original, finished in black enamel with correct, spring-tensioned metal 
retaining clip for boot or belt wear. Overall length of the knife is 10-1/2", with 6" blade.
4924-106-136                            $49.00 

WWII German Boot Knife with Scabbard

Produced in large numbers and issued to German infantrymen during the war, 
this well-made reproduction features the standard double-edged, stiletto type 
blade with double style crossguard and genuine hardwood grip attached with 
3 steel pins. The sheath is tubular steel with the "two down and one up" style 
metal retaining clips for boot or belt. Overall length is 11.5".
4924-106-139       $49.00 

German WWII Standard Trench Knife with Scabbard

NEW!

NEW!

The German Third Reich Luftwaffe Officer Sword by Reddick Militaria is 
the finest reproduction available!  The scabbard and wire wrapped grip 
are covered in genuine blue pebble grain leather and the fittings have an 
aluminum finish with anodized gold swastikas, just like the originals.  The 
fluted blade is nickel plated with a high polish and unmarked as to maker, 
as were  many originals.  Overall length is 39”, with a 31” blade, and it even 
includes the blue leather buffer between the scabbard and crossguard.  
Very fine quality!
4924-103-609     Regular $199.00   Sale $159.20 

German Third Reich Luftwaffe Officer Sword

Save
20%
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Sniper's Anorak in Mottled Oak Camo

These highly popular cotton flags are multi-piece cotton construction, just like the originals, and we now 
have them in the new 2' x 3' size in addition to our 3' x 5' size.  Excellent quality like fine originals, they are 
double sided and made from high quality cotton fabric. Each flag is meticulously constructed of six separate 
pieces sewn together, and includes the correct type rope suspension hanger.
0120-275-104      SS Runes     3x5       $69.00
0120-275-109      Nazi Party   3x5        $69.00
0120-275-004      SS Runes     2x3       $49.00
0120-275-009      Nazi Party   2x3        $49.00

SS & Nazi Party Cotton Flags          NEW 2 x 3 SIZE!

NEW!

NEW!

Opposite 
decal

A 0102-009-901 Mini Black SS German Helmet                 Regular $32.00   $25.60 Ea
B 0102-009-902 Mini Waffen SS with Double Decals            Regular $32.00   $25.60 Ea
C 0102-009-903 Mini Army with Double Decals                   Regular $32.00   $25.60 Ea
D 0102-009-904 Mini Camo with Chicken Wire                     Regular $32.00   $25.60 Ea
E 0102-999-022 Mini Helmet Display Stand                          Regular $7.95     $6.36 Ea 

Miniature WWII German & U.S. Helmets
After our supplier stopped making these popular SS helmet miniatures, we had them made ourselves, expanding the offering to include 
Waffen SS, Army, Camo, and Allgemeine SS.  Complete with liners and chinstraps, they also feature accurate paint and decals, all at ½ 
scale.  Now available at 10% savings!

Opposite 
decal

Opposite 
decal

Inside
Helmets

A

C

B

D

E

Save
10%
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An excellent copy of the Interim Staff of Field Marshal Ewald von Kleist, awarded upon his promotion to Generalfeldmarschall in 1943.  
The top is multi-piece construction with a silver finish and features the standard "pineapple top and "von Kleist" in raised lettering 
around the lower band.  Two spread-winged, silver-plated Army eagles and a closed-winged gold toned party-form eagle, opposed 
by the 1939 Iron Cross, adorn the top section.  These separately applied devices, along with the double wire loops are nicely detailed.  
The staff is simulated ebony and fitted with a tapered metal tip in silver color. Includes the red, black and white twisted cord portepee 
with tassel and comes in a custom fitted, red velvet presentation case!  30” long.  Only 4 left, so order now!  
4924-114-192 Von Kleist Field Marshal Baton   Regular $250.00    Sale $187.50

 CLOSEOUT – SAVE 25%!!
Von Kleist Interim Field Marshal Baton

Double sided and made in plain, soft cotton just like the originals, this Trumpet Banner 
is an excellent reproduction.  It is properly constructed in different sections, with a 
separately sewn field and swastika and is edged with 2" white cotton fringe with 4 straps 
for attaching to the trumpet. Makes a great background for displays, and originals are 
quite rare today.
0120-104-072   Regular $45.00     Sale $36.00

Hitler Youth Trumpet Banner SAVE 20%

DJ Trumpet Banner   SAVE 20%
Double sided and made in plain, soft cotton just like the originals, this Trumpet Banner is an excellent 
reproduction.  It is properly constructed in different sections, with a separately sewn field and swastika 
and is edged with 2" white cotton fringe with 4 straps for attaching to the trumpet. Makes a great 
background for display, and originals are quite rare today.
0120-104-071      Regular $45.00    Sale  $36.00 Each

 Available Once Again!!!

SS,SA & Hitler Youth Bevo Armbands
These high quality Bevo woven party armbands have not been available for several years, but we now have them in stock again!  Featuring a 
bright red background with a woven black swastika on a white field and these armbands are patterned after period correct originals and measure 
approximately 4” wide by 15-1/2” long.  Jacquard (Bevo) woven, which is the typical method used to produce a major portion of insignia during 
the Third Reich period.
0104-042-166        SS                                           $15.00
0104-042-167         Hitler Youth                           $15.00 
0104-042-168        SA                                           $15.00
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Grossdeutschland Embroidered Shoulder Boards
These fine quality, German made “GD” Shoulder Boards are no longer being made, so we are closing out our inventory.  We 
only have 1 to 5 of each pair left, so order today!

Item Number Description                                            Reg            Sale
0106-013-015 Mountain Troops Unteroffizier  $27.00      $18.90
0106-013-016 Mountain Troops Unteroffizier  $25.00      $17.50
0106-013-021 Mountain Troops Schutze  $20.00      $14.00
0106-013-215 Panzergrenadier Unterfeldwebel $27.00      $18.90
0106-013-416 Assault Gunner Unteroffizier  $25.00      $17.50

Our reproductions are top quality, featuring highly detailed eagles and gold plating with the correct light blue enamel.  The single 
sided version is the post 1915 style and the double-sided medal is the earlier, 1832-1915. 
0107-022-004     Single Sided Blue Max          Reg.  $20.00 Ea.       SALE  $16.00 Ea   
0107-022-005     Double Sided Blue Max        Reg.  $29.50 Ea.       SALE  $23.60 Ea   

Blue Max Medals - Single & Double Sided

In response to requests for a top quality, WWI Imperial German Blue 
Max Medal, we offer this early 1832-1915 style.  With its correctly styled 
lettering, finely detailed eagles, and correct, high domed enameling in light 
blue, it is gold plated and very close to the originals in quality.
0107-022-601        Reg.  $36.00 Ea.       SALE   $28.80         

High Quality Blue Max Medal

The WWI Imperial German Blue Max, or "Pour Le Merite" as it is more properly known, was instituted in 1740 and originally made 
of gold, then later in silver-gilt, with light to medium blue enamel.  Original medals were jeweler made and differed slightly from 
maker to maker, but most measured approximately 52mm across.  Earlier medals varied greatly, but those from the mid period, 
1832-1915 had pie shaped suspensions.  Post 1915 medals featured an open wire suspension loop. All medals are furnished with 
correct black & silver neck ribbons.

The Blue Max or “Pour Le Merite” Award

Save
20%

Our finest quality reproduction of this rare and iconic award, it is the highest 
award of the Pour le Merite! Double sided with fine quality high-domed 
enameling, it features highly detailed eagles, correct lettering & a gilt finish, 
making it almost identical to the originals.
0107-022-604        Reg.  $45.00 Ea.       SALE   $36.00         

Fine Quality Blue Max with Gold Oak Leaves 
Save
20%

Save
20%

Save
30%
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Numbered General Assault 
Badges  - Limited Supply!
These new badges are die-struck, two-piece construction featuring 
excellent detail and wide flat pins like the originals and maker 
marked “JFS”.  Instituted on 22 June 1943, the medal was adapted 
with a small plate at the base of the wreath for either 25, 50, 75 or 100 
to recognize those soldiers who had taken part in numerous attacks.
We were only able to purchase a small quantity of these, as production 
is sporadic, so supplies are limited at this time.
0107-055-003 25 Engagements $25.00 Ea
0107-056-003 50 Engagements $25.00 Ea
0107-057-003 75 Engagements $25.00 Ea
0107-058-003 100 Engagements $25.00 Ea

Luftwaffe Tank Battle Badge
   Die struck in fine detail, this two-piece badge features a matte silver 2nd 
pattern Luftwaffe eagle riveted to an oak leaf wreath, with a Panzer tank 
emerging from the central cut out. The wreath and tank are oxidized silver 
color ("altsilber"), and the badge is complete with a typical flat pin and catch.
   Authorized by the German Air Ministry and Air Force High Command 
on 3 November 1944 as the 'Tank Battle Badge of the Air Force," 
(Panzerkampfabzeichen der Luftwaffe). Issued to German Luftwaffe tank 
commanders and crews and attached panzergrenadier and other personnel 
units which were engaged in 3 combat actions on 3 separate days. Instituted 
late in the war with very few being issued makes the originals extremely rare 
and expensive.
0107-099-023  $21.00 Ea

1939 Star of the Grand Cross
Our 1939 Star of the Grand Cross, commonly known as the "Breast 
Star", is an excellent, multi-piece copy featuring sharp details. 
The vaulted, gold plated, eight-point star is mounted with the 
Iron Cross First Class in its center and with a wide, flat pin back 
like the originals.
0107-021-939  $42.00 Ea

1939 Grand Cross of the Iron Cross 
1939 Grand Cross was the highest award of the Iron Cross. It was awarded only to 
Hermann Goering, who received it for the success of the Luftwaffe in the Battle of 
France. Introduced on September 1, 1939, it was patterned after its predecessors 
of 1870 and 1914. Die struck with nice details, it features a black painted center 
with a frosted silver frame and comes complete with a length of WW2 pattern 
ribbon in red, black and white.
0107-021-139  $25.00 Ea

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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0107-049-703             $60.00 0107-054-703             $75.00

0107-054-705          $75.00

0107-061-753             $150.00

Museum Quality Reproduction German WWI & WWII Badges
We have limited quantities of these very fine quality reproduction World War I & World War II Badges & Medals. Made in much more 
exacting detail than our standard items, they are intended for the discriminating collector who desires the very finest in collectible 
badges. Almost indistinguishable from the originals, they feature exquisite details and are complete with proper maker marks, 
correct type pins, hinges & catches, as well as original type silver plating or fire-gilt, as appropriate. You will not be disappointed in 
these fine Heer, Luftwaffe, Kriegsmarine, Reichsmarine and Waffen-SS collectibles!

0107-071-736             $98.00

0107-086-703             $185.00 

0107-049-702              $75.00

0107-071-734             $60.00

0107-069-734             $75.00 0107-069-934             $98.00

0107-072-734             $90.00

0107-076-734             $148.00

0107-048-705              $75.00

0107-048-703          $75.00

0107-086-923             $198.00 

0107-049-701          $49.00
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0107-093-703             $75.00

0107-094-703             $75.00 0107-094-722             $90.00

0107-094-723             $175.00 0107-172-703             $75.000107-099-723             $198.00

0107-187-703     $170.00

0107-190-703             $175.00 0107-192-703             $175.00

0107-092-923             $250.00

0107-186-703             $165.00

0107-084-703             $265.00

0107-285-703             $198.000107-292-703             $175.00

0107-054-704             $60.00

0107-106-923             $220.00

0107-088-703             $198.00
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US M7 1911 Shoulder Holster for 1911 .45 Pistol   
Our reproduction of the popular WWII issue leather shoulder holster for the 
Colt M1911 .45 pistol is copied from an original and produced in high quality, 
vegetable tanned leather and drum dyed in medium brown color. Made like 
the originals for a snug fit, they require molding to your pistol, which can be 
done dry or by wet forming with either neatsfoot or mink oil. Adopted in 1942, 
this holster was standard issue for aircraft and tank crews, but quickly became 
popular with paratroopers and infantrymen as well as officers.  Marked with 
large embossed "US".
0160-006-127 $29.95 Ea

WWII German Pistol Holsters  SAVE 20%
Made exactly like the originals, using top quality, heavy leather and white cotton stitching, our holsters are complete with spare 
magazine pouches and the P-08 model includes the combo tool compartment.  Correct in all respects, each holster features the 
original style “P-08”, “P-38” or "PPK" markings, wartime Nazi maker marks, & Waffenamt acceptance markings such as “WaA170”.  
Perfect for reenactors or as a good home for your favorite pistol!
A 0130-006-081 P-08 Hardshell, Black Regular $39.00    $31.20 Ea
B 0130-006-381 P-38 Hardshell, Black Regular $39.00    $31.20 Ea
C 0130-006-382 P-38 Soft Shell, Black Regular $25.00    $20.00 Ea
D 0130-006-024 PPK Soft Shell, Brown Regular $25.00    $20.00 Ea
E 0130-006-025 PPK Soft Shell, Black Regular $25.00    $20.00 Ea

A
C D

B

MP-40 Ammo Pouch Set SAVE 20%
True to the originals, our fine repros are made of green canvas with 
black leather straps and correct metal fittings with white cotton stitch-
ing.  Consisting of 2 pouches, each with 3 main pockets, these are a 
must for completing your MP-40 rig.
0130-006-105  Regular $39.00  Sale  $31.20 Ea

Our A-Frame reproductions are correctly made and feature high quality leather straps, webbing & 
steel rivets and are sewn with the correct type thread.
0130-009-101     Regular $39.00       $31.20 Ea

A-Frame Bag, German WWII Style, w/Webbing Straps SAVE 20%
These canvas bags are designed to carry extra ammo, rations & personal items and attach to the A-Frame 
with button tabs.  Cotton ties close the main flap and leather tabs secure items carried inside. 
0130-009-110                   Regular $19.95      Sale   $15.96 Ea

A-Frame for Pack, German WWII Style, Canvas SAVE 20%

Thompson 5-Pocket Web Magazine Pouch  SAVE 20%
This excellent, "US" marked repro of the WWII ammo pouch for the Thompson is made of heavy khaki canvas 
in Lt. OD.  Flaps feature correct "lift the dot" snaps exactly like the WWII issue & are maker marked with 
1942-43 dates.  
0160-006-045     Regular $19.95    Sale  $15.96 Ea

M1 Garand Leather Sling  SAVE 20%
Top quality brown leather & proper construction make these slings superb replicas of the classic M1907 model 
used throughout WWI & WWII. They feature brass hardware, copper rivets & sewn leather keepers, MILSCO 
1942 markings and are correct for the 1903 & 1903 A3 Springfield, 1917 Enfield & Garand. 1-1/4" wide.
0160-008-075         Regular $27.00        Sale   $21.60 Ea

NEW!

NEW!

Sale  
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These are a must for completing your combat gear and are the finest shelter quarters available today. Also used as camouflage ponchos, both 
sides are complete with the correct, 62 metal buttons in zinc plated steel and aluminum. The center of the Zeltbahn has a bar-tacked, double 
flapped opening to allow the user's head to peep through during rain, and there are 2 buttons at the neck opening, with small and large 
aluminum grommets in the corners. Waterproof, 7.5 oz. 100% cotton duck, just like the originals, and available in our most popular Waffen-SS 
camouflage patterns. 99" wide x 74" tall. The Splinter Pattern is Swiss surplus in used condition & very authentic.
0130-010-*** Patterns # 001 & 002 Regular $198.00 SALE $126.72
0130-010-009 Splinter Pattern Regular $149.00 SALE $95.36

Zeltbahnen, 3 Patterns LIMITED SUPPLY!  

Oak A
001

Oak B
002

Third Reich SA Honor Dagger with Rohm Inscription
High quality reproduction of one of the rarest of Third Reich daggers.  The genuine wood grip 
is inset with the party eagle and SA rune button, and the steel blade is deeply etched with 
the motto "Alles fur Deutschland" on the obverse.  The reverse of the blade is etched with the 
Rohm dedication “In herzlicher Freundschaft, Ernst Rohm” (In Cordial Comradeship) and the art 
deco style Boker proofmark.  The scabbard is covered with genuine pebble grain leather in dark 
brown to match the grip color and the crossguards feature detailed motifs of oak leaves and 
acorns, all in high relief with frosted silver finish. 
4924-101-785 $149.00 Ea

NEW!

SS Officer’s Swords – Special Purchase      SAVE $61.00
Our shipment of these swords came in with some minor rust spotting on the lower part of the blades, so we’re offering them at a 24% 
savings!  Accurately made with its unique, polished steel blade, wire wrapped black wooden grip with the silver SS rune medallion, and 
nickel hilt fittings, this sword is a very nice reproduction of the super rare SS Officer Sword.  The black enamel scabbard is complete with 
correct, nickel-plated fittings at the throat and tip. Maker marked with the Peter Daniel Krebs crawfish proofmark. Overall length is 38".
4924-103-998 Regular $250.00 SPECIAL $189.00

Our new Vertical Hangers are hand-crafted copies 
of originals in high quality, black or brown leather. 
Correct nickel-plated D-rings, buckles & clips 
(marked "DRGM"), make these great additions to 
your SS & SA daggers.
0127-107-036       
SA Vertical Hanger         $39.50
0127-108-036       
SS Vertical Hanger         $39.50

Vertical Hangers for 
SS and SA Daggers 

Splinter
009

SAVE 
36%
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HUGE INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE ON SELECT EREL VISOR CAPS!  SAVE 20% WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
We’re a bit overstocked on several styles of our German made Erel Visor Caps so we’re offering great savings on our existing stocks!  
These are our fine quality “Schirmmützen” caps made to original Third Reich specifications using the top quality materials and 
workmanship.  Order soon!  Replace ** with size desired.  Sizes 56-61  (Except as Noted)

(Sizes 58-61)
0102-001-5** 
Panzer Officer-Pink Piped  
Reg.$17 9.00   Sale $143.20

0102-002-4** Luftwaffe  General  
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-011-8** Police Officer  
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-017-5** Navy Admiral
Reg.$229.00   Sale $183.20

0102-101-2** Army EM Infantry
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-101-5** Army EM Panzer
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-202-3** Erich Hartman Luftwaffe Crusher
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-071-2** Prussian EM Field, Model 1914
Reg.$69.00   Sale $55.20

0102-001-4** Army General  
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-013-3** Diplomatic Official
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

(Sizes 57-61)

(Sizes 56-61)

(Sizes 56-61)

(Sizes 56-61)

(Sizes 56-61)

(Sizes 56-61)

(Sizes 56-61)

(Sizes 56-61 EXC. 58) (Sizes 56-60)
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0102-102-2**  Luftwaffe EM, HG Division
Reg.$179.00          Sale $143.20

 Replace ** with size desired.  Sizes 56-61   (Except as Noted)

0102-002-061  Luftwaffe General, White Top
Reg.$179.00       Sale $143.20

0102-016-361 Kriegsmarine U-Boat, Lieutenant      
Reg.$229.00        Sale $183.20

0102-017-4** Kriegsmarine Captain
Reg.$229.00        Sale $183.00

0102-509-059 M40-Waffen SS-EM
 Reg.$42.00      Sale $33.60

0102-529-3** M40-Waffen SS-Officer
 Reg.$46.00      Sale $36.80

0102-603-0** M 40 Lufwaffe EM
 Reg.$42.00   Sale $33.60

0102-603-3** M 40 Luftwaffe Officer
 Reg.$46.00   Sale $36.80

0102-002-4** Luftwaffe  General  
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-017-5** Navy Admiral
Reg.$229.00   Sale $183.20

0102-101-5** Army EM Panzer
Reg.$179.00   Sale $143.20

0102-521-3**M38  Officer Overseas
 Reg.$46.00       Sale $36.80

(Sizes 56, 58, 60) (Sizes 56 & 57)

(Sizes 57, 60, 61)

(Sizes 56-61)

(Sizes 56-61)(Sizes 56, 57, 61)
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                        on These Popular Stickpins
We're overstocked on Enamel Stickpins and in order to reduce our inventory a bit, we're offer these at a full 25% savings!  These 
authentic Stickpins feature high quality enameling and correct type pins. Most feature maker marks or Ges. Gesch. on the reverse.

To order, Replace *** with the item number desired.         No. 0107-406-***

084082011010003
002

109 110 116

117

001   Hoch und Deutschmeister Stalingrad Kreuz - Stalingrad Cross S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00
002 Nationalsozialistisches Fliegerkorps - NS Flying Corps (NSFK) S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00
003 Reichskulturkammer - State Chamber of Culture (RKK) S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00
004   NSDAP Party Eagle Late Gold S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00
010 Reichskolonialbund - State Colonial Society (RKB) S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00
011 Volksbund für Deutschtum im Ausland -
  People’s Society for Germanism in Foreign Countries (VDA) S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00
082 Deutsche Arbeitsfront - German Labor Front (DAF) S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00
084 1000 km of Reichsautobahn 1936 - State Freeways (First 1000 km) S Reg.  $8.00 Ea.       SALE   $6.00

103 104 105 106 107 108
103  17th SS-Pz Grenadier Div “Götz von Berlichingen” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
104  16th SS-Panzer Grenadier Div “Reichsführer SS” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
105  25th SS Waffen Gren Div “Hungaria II” (Hungary) tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
106  25th Panzer Grenadier Division tactical insignia  Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
107  7th SS-Volunteer Gebirgs Division “Prinz Eugen” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
108  12th SS-Panzer Division “Hitlerjugend” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
109 36th SS-Waffen Grenadier Division “Dirlewanger” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
110 38th SS-Panzer Grenadier Division “Niebelungen” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
114 2nd Gebirg Division tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25 
116 20th SS-Waffen Grenadier Div “Estland I” (Estonia) tactical insignia         Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25

117 9th Panzer Division tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
118 28th SS-Volunteer Pz Gren Div “Wallonie” (Belgium) tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
122 8th SS-Cavalry Division “Florian Geyer” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
123 10th SS-Panzer Division “Frundsberg” tactical insignia  Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
124 18th SS-Volunteer Pz Gren Division “Horst Wessel” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
126 27th SS-Volunteer Gren Div “Flemish I” (Belgium) tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
128 33rd SS-Waffen Gren Div “Charlemagne” (France)  tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
129 34th SS-Gren Div “Landstorm Nederland” (Holland) tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
130 4th SS-Panzer Grenadier Division “Polizei” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
132 23rd SS-Vol Pz Gren Div “Nederland” (Holland) tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25
133 6th SS-Gebirg Division “Nord” tactical insignia Reg.  $7.00 Ea.        SALE  $5.25

118

114

122 123 124 126 128 129 130 132 133

SAVE 
25%

001 004
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291290
293

273 275

292

260 261 262 263 264 265

260 Puma (blademaker) logo lapel pin   $6.00 Ea.              $4.50
261 Eickhorn (blademaker) logo lapel pin   $6.00 Ea.              $4.50
262 Paul Weyersberg (blademaker) logo lapel pin   $6.00 Ea.              $4.50
263 ALCOSO (blademaker) logo lapel pin   $6.00 Ea.              $4.50
264 WKC (blademaker) logo lapel pin   $6.00 Ea.              $4.50
265 SMF (blademaker) logo lapel pin   $6.00 Ea.              $4.50
267 Deutscher Radfahrer Verein - German Bicyclist’s League (DRV)    $8.00 Ea.              $6.00
273 München Wappen - Munich City Coat of Arms P   $8.00 Ea.                $6.00
275 Köln-Düsseldorfer Rhein Dampfschiffahrt - Rhein Steamship badge P   $8.00 Ea.                $6.00

286

286 Glauben und Schönheit Bund der Deutschen Mädel der HJ P
 Belief and Beauty Section, League of German Girls of the Hitler Youth     $15.00 Ea.               $11.25
290 Wehrmacht Tank Destruction Badge in Silver P                                                      $15.00 Ea.               $11.25
291 SS Tank Destruction Badge in Silver P                                           $20.00 Ea.               $15.00
292 Wehrmacht Destruction Badge in Gold P                                                   $15.00 Ea.               $11.25
293 SS Tank Destruction Badge in Gold P                                                        $20.00 Ea.             $15.00
        The slogan on tank destruction badges translates“Steel Hearts over-come Steel Masses”.

Save
25%

To order, Replace *** with the item number desired.   No. 0107-406-***

To order, Replace *** with the item number desired.   No. 0107-406-***

25%  OFF  ALL PINS  EXCEPT  WHERE  NOTED

Reg.              Sale

Flying Tiger Commemorative Set 

267

This Flying Tiger Commemorative Pin & Patch Set is a complete 
set of our American Volunteer Group "AVG" memorabilia, 
consisting of the following items: Chinese Air Force Pilot's 
Wings, Flying Tiger Enamel V Pin, AVG Letter Pin, 3" AVG Jacket 
Patch, Flying Tiger Membership Card and 6 high quality Enamel 
Squadron & Commemorative Pins. 
 

0107-404-900 Reg.  $73.00 Ea.          $32.85 Ea.

SAVE 55%
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Gestapo Identity Disk Security Ring 
This is attached to the end of the chain opposite a German police identity disk to prevent the loss 
of the disk.  The open end of the ring is slipped over a button and the thread holding the button 
on slips into the narrow slot.  Marked CD B/W GES. GESCH. M1/44/39 (C.Dinsel, Berlin 1939)
0107-406-259 Reg.  $5.00 Ea.          $3.80 Ea.

Save
24%

Our popular SS Totenkopf Ring is sterling silver (925) and finished in bright silver 
with oxidized details. A very impressive ring and an excellent addition to uniforms for 
reenactors, or display pieces. Size is approximately 10-11, but can easily be sized by your 
local jeweler.
0104-050-042               $69.00

SS Death’s Head Ring  

This popular ring is available in 4 sizes: 09, 10, 11 and 12, with SS runes set off 
against the black enamel background. Nice details & fine silver-plated finish make 
this a striking ring!  Replace ** in the item number with size desired.
0104-051-1**      Reg.  $39.00 Ea.       SALE   $33.15 Ea

SS Officers Ring Save
15%

Gestapo & Kripo Warrant Discs
    Our new WWII German Gestapo and Kripo ID Tags or Warrant Discs are the finest and most accurate reproductions made to date!  
Die-struck like the early models, our Gestapo discs are nickel silver and the Kripo discs are bronze, and each disc features a custom 
number based on the original series.  Featuring exquisite details, these are the best available!
    Authorized by Heinrich Himmler in 1936, the discs were carried by the highly feared Gestapo (plain clothes Secret State Police) 
and Kripo (state and local criminal police) for identification. Less than 2,000 Gestapo discs were issued, with many being destroyed 
at war's end in order to hide identities and thereby, avoid prosecution. Thus, they are extremely rare. Early Gestapo discs were 
nickel silver, mid-period discs were of a harder, silver colored metal, and later versions contained steel and were magnetic. Kripo 
Discs were bronze, with several thousand more being issued than the Gestapo Discs.
0107-153-001  Gestapo           $15.00 Ea.
0107-153-006  Kripo            $15.00 Ea.

NEW! NEW!

Reddick Militaria introduces the Early style Presentation Case for the SS Honor Ring. These 
cases are extremely rare, with only a few original surviving examples known. Made espe-
cially for the SS Honor Rings, or “Wedding Rings” as they are often called, these excellent 
quality reproductions based on an original example. Embossed with silver SS runes on a 
black top, they feature a silvered bottom with a velvet liner. These are great way to store 
or display your prized SS Honor Ring!
0104-050-641                                                      $29.00 Ea

Early Style SS Honor Ring Case NEW!

NEW, IMPROVED & NUMBERED!!!!
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Catalog 2022-A R
Name

Address

City/ State/ Zip

Phone# (           )

Date:

Name

Address

City/ State/ Zip

Phone# (           )

ORDERED BY: SHIP TO:

E-Mail

 U. S. & Canada Toll Free Order Line: 1-888-754-8525
Customer service, account inquiries and foreign orders please call (903) 786-2287

7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. cst monday thru friday
24-hour fax:  (903) 786-9059

Thank you for your order.  To ensure speedy processing, please fill out all information— including 
address, item numbers, descriptions and second choices when possible.

We ship  U.S.P.S. or FedEx Ground.  Please provide street address and daytime phone number.
If you do not specify otherwise, we will use the most economical ground shipping method.

PLEASE CHECK THIS BOX IF YOU DO NOT WISH 
TO HAVE OUT-OF-STOCK OR TEMPORARILY UN-
AVAILABLE ITEMS PLACED ON BACKORDER!!

Name of Issuing Bank:
Name on Card:
Signature:

Month Year
ExpirationCHARGE TO MY:

Card Number

QTYCOMPLETE
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION - ITEM, SIZE, COLOR... UNIT 

PRICE PER TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

CVV Number

Institutional / Craftsman
Discount Number:

Application must be on file

Previous Balance Or Credit
In Texas add 6 -1/4% for sales tax

MERCHANDISE TOTAL

ADD $4.95 TO ORDERS UNDER $50.00
ADD $9.95 TO ORDERS BETWEEN $50.00 & $150.00

OVER $150.00 IS FREE
(lower 48 states only)
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These great new watches are fine quality replicas of original 
WWII military watches, complete with large, luminous 
numbering and hour & minute hands for easy reading in 
low light conditions. With correct military markings on 
the face and case backs, they feature stainless steel cases 
and quartz movements, making them sturdy, reliable time 
pieces for reenactors or everyday wear. Water resistant to 
rain and splashes, but not waterproof; furnished with special 
presentation boxes.

$6 9.95 Ea

U.S., German & British 
Military Service Watches

0109-110-650 
British WW2 Comando 

0109-100-661 
US Grunt Vietnam

0109-120-614 
German Army Service 

 Brown

0109-120-615 
German Army Service 

 Black

0109-100-660 
US GI WW2

0109-110-651
 The Dirty Dozen British Army

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!


